March 1, 2013

Questions: How does violence affect your life?
- What are the causes of youth violence?
- What can I do about youth violence?

Poem!

Violence affects my life in many ways. You never know who can get shot the next day. Next thing you know on a Sunday you’ll be seeing someone in a casket or a basket. People will be crying, people will be sighing and the person who did the violence will always be denying. This affects my life in many ways because I have relatives who got shot in their face, over something stupid. Violence of course what else would it be. Violence in my community is not so bad, but when people get shot it makes the community bad because these people should not be doing this. I think maybe some of the reasons this violence is caused is because, sometime people get back at people from the past or people selling drugs thinking that they young thugs. As an individual, I’ll try my best to get as
Much support as I can to stop this violence from happening in my community. Another thing I would do is have a community meeting so we can get up and make a difference in our community.